ABSTRACT

The main intention of this thesis is to open the problem of the theme of social work with migrants beyond a registred social services, which has been continously working in parallel with an execution of the services beyond a registred social services, but which has not been mapped yet. The methods which had been used, had been the questionnaires of the own construction and half-structred dialogs. The thesis also describes the offer of the registred social services for imigrants and asylum seekers.

The thesis has three parts - the teoretical one, the methodlogic one and the pratclal one. The opening part contains the used terminology, the contemporary situation of social services for foreigners and the definiton of groups of persons with migrant experience in the Czech republic, based on the laws and markings used in official documents. This part is followed by the description of Berry’s model of acultural strategies, which have intersected the information that has been described recently, followed by the description of the social politic of the Czech Republic and the law specification of integration of foreigners. The second part of the work is the methodology of a survey. In the practical part there are presented the results of analyse of the own questionnaire survey, half-structred dialogs among social workers in the Czech Republic and the case study of family conferences, which the author presents as the example of modern method of a social work beyond the registred social services. In the conclusion part there are the data from the theoretical and the practical part beeing compared. The evaluation of gathered results as well as of goals of the thesis has been taking part there as well.
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